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Happiness
S

ince ancient times, people have wanted to
become happy; it is the ultimate goal of
any human endeavour. Happiness has been
sought through education, religion, and hard work. In
spite of this, however, how many of us are really happy?
Most people have lived in circumstances that were generally
unhappy, and have finally left this world without knowing
the true joy of fulfilling their dreams.
Is it then so difficult to attain true happiness? To this
question I would like to answer “NO!” The basic requisite
for living happily is that a person has, first of all, to be freed
from the three great negative conditions – disease, poverty,
and conflict. However, as a well-known proverb points
out, “It is easier said than done,” and most people resign
themselves to one or more of these.
Everything that occurs has its cause and effect. This
applies also to happiness; therefore, we should begin to
resolve the issue of unhappiness by learning its true cause.
As long as we are ignorant of this, there can be no possibility
of attaining happiness, however hard we may try to do so.
What, then, is the cause of unhappiness? The ancient
saying, “What you give to others comes back to you,” is
an eternal truth. Understanding this and thus seeking to
make others happy is absolutely required in order to achieve
happiness for ourselves.
However, there are too many individuals in this world
who think only of attaining happiness for themselves,
without giving thought to the unhappy states of others.
This is a truly foolish attitude because, in trying to reap the

fruits of happiness, they are sowing the seeds of unhappiness.
Christianity teaches forgiveness and Buddhism teaches
compassion. In either teaching, the true objective is to
implant in one’s mind a love for others, a desire to work
for the welfare of others. It is as simple as that; but even
such a simple principle as the law of cause and effect is very
difficult for a human being to understand. This is why God
has effected the appearance of various spiritual teachings, has
provided standards of proper thoughts, words, and deeds, has
offered knowledge of the existence of the invisible, and has
guided ministers or priests to devote their lives to leading
people to true faith.
However, it is quite difficult to awaken even one person
to Truth. This is because people in general have had a belief
in materialism implanted firmly by their education, which
has taught them to believe only in the visible and tangible.
Therefore, in most cases, they will not give any attention to
Spiritual teachings. Prisoners of this delusion, they wander
about in darkness, suffer constantly, and then finally depart
from this life. What an empty life that is!
If there is any way by which we can experience true
joy and delight while on this earth, can live with peace of
mind, can enjoy longevity and can attain true happiness,
then, this world will be a paradise, a place worth living
in. Most of you may have resigned yourselves, thinking
that such a happy life is impossible in this “veil of tears.”
But we say positively that there is one sure method of
attaining happiness, and I offer these articles to convey
that method to you.
Meishu-Sama, December 21st 1948
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WE WILL RETURN TO
HEAVEN AND LIVE WITH GOD
reetings to everyone, and welcome to today’s
Risshun Service.
With a deep sense of awe, I acknowledge that
the Supreme God is vividly alive within each one of us,
within each and every existence. God’s purpose in creating
the universe, I believe, is to make all of humanity return to
His Heaven, and make them to be newly born as His true
children, in order to establish paradise on earth.
We are all connected with Meishu-sama, who was newly
born as messiah following this intention of God. Each one
of us is being nurtured and raised to cultivate the mind to
serve God, together with all of humanity, with their parents
and ancestors, and along with all of creation.
I am very grateful that today, on this day of Risshun,
the beginning of spring, I am allowed to praise God, who
is with Meishu-sama, together with all of you, with a fresh
frame of mind, and pray that His Wish be accomplished
in each one of us.

G

The Sacred Grounds at the
Center of Our Consciousness
I am very happy to hear that you members of the Izunome
Kyodan are continuing your daily efforts in the practice of
“Sonen of Gratitude,” and “one extra gesture of love for
others” to turn your Sonen, thought and consciousness,
which you regarded as yours, to the Sonen where God and
Meishu-sama can manifest themselves. And, through this,
you are trying to share the joy of bringing happiness to
others with as many people as possible. I am grateful and
happy that you are making these efforts.
I also appreciate your efforts and your dedication for
the construction and improvement of the prototypes of

Message by Kyoshu-sama
(Fourth Spiritual Leader, Yoichi Okada)
Risshun (Spring) Service, February 4th , 2011.
Hall of Worship, Atami Sacred Grounds, Japan.

paradise, the Sacred Grounds in Hakone, Atami and Kyoto,
which were originally created by Meishu-sama. By serving
in this God’s work, we can reaffirm that the heaven which
is the “eternal Sacred Ground” exists at the center of our
consciousness. Thus, Meishu-sama is cultivating our minds
so that we can reside in heaven. For this, we can all be
grateful to Meishu-sama.

God Wants to Bring Us, His
Spiritual Children, Back to
Heaven

There exists a Consciousness which is the source of
everything. We call this Consciousness ‘God.’ God is an
eternal Consciousness, eternal Life and eternal Soul.
Meishu-sama composed a
series of verses under the title of
“Praising God.” One of them says,
“Among all the living things on this
physical world, none of them is left
out of God’s blessings.” Through this
verse, Meishu-sama acknowledges
that everything that was created
exists receiving God’s blessings.
He is praising God through this
and other verses.
Heaven, which was prepared
by God, is the dimension of the
source of creation, and therefore,
humanity and everything else that
exist there, are in oneness with
God. In Heaven, we are also in
oneness with Meishu-sama; we
are one with all of humanity, their
parents and ancestors, and one
with everything, together with
Meishu-sama.
For this reason, we are “even
now” united as one with Meishusama, with all of humanity, their
parents and ancestors, and with
everything in the universe. Because
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we are united with Meishu-sama, I believe we can return to
and become one with God, through Meishu-sama.
God gave birth to us, as His own spiritual children and
individualized souls of Himself. He endowed within us
His own eternal Consciousness, eternal Life and eternal
Soul. He sent us to this earth plane, and gave each one of
us the consciousness of “self.” God is advancing His plan
of salvation of humanity and construction of Paradise on
Earth, with the intention of bringing us, His children with
self-awareness, back again to heaven, making us newly born
as His true children who can live with Him in heaven.

God Is Working Constantly
Within Us
While living on this earth plane, we naturally have to
make a distinction between our public, official activities and
our private activities. However, since everything is included
within God’s Plan of construction of paradise on earth, all
of our life and activities can be regarded as official, public
ones, from God’s viewpoint.
Meishu-sama wrote, “In order to turn this world into
paradise, we have to think of the basic elements constituting this
world. After all, this world consists of individual human beings.”
What he meant is that salvation of each person and each
home leads to salvation of the world. We need to regard
our personal matters and our family matters as not just our
personal and private matters, but as small-scale prototypes
of all of humanity, and that they are closely related to all of
humanity in the world.
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God, together with Meishu-sama, is using us in every
time and every place, and utilizing us always for His public
activities, named “God’s Plan.” Even though I was aware
of this, probably I did not recognize clearly in the past that
God was definitely working and functioning within myself.
It is not enough to become aware of this, but it is necessary
for us to recognize it clearly as a definite fact, and express
it; namely, to report it to God. For us to express it in this
way means nothing less than praising God.
In the past, rather than recognize that God is working
constantly within us, we simply tried to find personal
happiness for ourselves, or tried to promote our own
righteousness or opinions. Humanity has only repeated this
practice of putting priority on our own wish over God’s wish
in our prayers. God, who resides with Meishu-sama, forgave
us, humanity, with His boundless love, and accomplished
the turning from Night to Day in order to welcome us back
to His heaven.

The Path of Salvation Has
Already Been Prepared
Because this turning from night to day has already been
achieved, the path of our salvation through which humanity
can return to heaven has already been prepared. Salvation
depends on whether we can have a firm belief that this
path has been already prepared. Only because this path is
already prepared, can we return to heaven through Johrei,
and through other practices of salvation.
Meishu-sama said in his verse, “Though invisible to limited
human sight, God’s Plan has already been achieved in
the world of spirit.” We now live in the totally new
phase of the world after the turning from the Age
of Night to the Daylight Age. This brilliant bright
light of the Daylight Age is shining at the center
of the consciousness of each of us human beings,
illuminating all corners of our minds and bodies, and
purifying us.
Many problems and issues are coming up to the
surface in every part of the world, and also numerous
conflicts and discords are becoming manifest and
apparent around us in our daily life. It is because God’s
Light is becoming apparent, illuminating those things
that have been hidden within us, and welcoming us
into heaven, which is the source of light.
In our daily life, we are guided by God to witness,
hear and feel various things. That means that God is
using us as His official, public vehicles and instruments,
and God is working within us. There is an expression,
“Man turns to God when in trouble.” When we are
suffering from something, we often feel the urge to
pray to Him earnestly, asking for relief. We want to
be freed from that suffering, and we want to get rid
of that suffering. But, isn’t God really working when
we are in suffering? Let us remember that when we
are suffering, that moment is the very time when God
is encouraging us and powerfully working within us.
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God Can Unite the
Positive and the Negative
for Greater Harmony

We Offer Ourselves to God
and Return to Heaven Through
Monetary Donations

God has the power for greater harmony. When we feel
suffering, it does not mean that God is not working within
us or God has abandoned us, but in truth, God is letting
us know that He is in the process of accomplishing His
Plan, uniting and harmonizing both the positive and the
negative, bringing about the greater harmony. Meishu-sama
composed a verse, “Open up your eyes and see the true state
of God’s work. Beneath the surface of the destruction, God is
busily using His hammer of construction.” Through this verse
he is teaching us that destruction and construction are not
two separate functions, but they are functioning together,
simultaneously, as two sides of a coin.
When the process of destruction is affecting you, you
might feel pain and suffering. But, destruction is certainly
accompanied by a creative and positive process at the same
time. For example, when you have some concern about your
health, or other problems, and your mind is burdened with
these worries, you often try to leave these difficulties, what
you perceive as “negative,” in God’s hands, in your attempt
to be relieved of them. But the best thing you can do is to
leave these concerns in God’s hands as evidence of God’s
work, of bringing together the positive and the negative and
creating greater harmony.
Even if we don’t fully understand God’s intention, the
first and the most important step is for us to recognize that
God is working in any given situation, remembering that
God has looked at the issue we have been worrying about,
and has extended His helping hand to that particular point
with His love and forgiveness. If once we remember it, even
in a moment, since the path of salvation has been already
prepared, we can have this thought, “I would like to return
to heaven, together with all of humanity and all things, and
would like to serve in God’s work for harmony, under the
greater harmony of God.” Having such thought, offering
such thought to God and leaving such thought of ours in
God’s hands are the reasons for our existence. If we can
express such thought and report it to God, God will cultivate
and increase within us the kind of attitude to serve in the
Daylight Age, together with everything in the universe.

Another way for us to serve in God’s work is to give
donation to God’s cause. For example, we offer money or
give donation for the construction projects.
By the way, what does money mean in our life? When
we buy or sell things in this present time, we use money,
instead of exchanging
things as we used to
do in olden times. We
use money for our
economic activities,
and therefore, money
is the standard
of value for all of
creation. We are one
with everything in
the universe, and we
cannot live without
money, along with
the blessings of
everything in the
universe.
We have been
using everything in
the universe, and money that represents it, as
ours, and have been setting its price and freely using money
to buy or sell things. We have been able to do these activities
only because God allows us to do so. Everything in the
universe, including money, belongs to God. We ourselves,
who have been using all things and money, belong to God,
too. When we offer money to God in the form of donation,
it really means that we return ourselves, along with money,
to God, who is the original owner of everything.
We are entrusted with money by God and keep
temporary custody of it, and we offer a part of that money to
God. That is the outer form of donation, but in our thought,
we can do this donation with the idea of offering ourselves to
God and leaving ourselves in God’s hands through Meishusama, and returning to the center of our consciousness called
heaven, together with all of humanity and their parents
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and ancestors, and together with
everything in the universe. That would
be more in harmony with God’s Will.
We have been using our mind and
our bodies, money and everything
freely, as our own, but God forgave
us for such an attitude. That
is why, through our service of
donation, God is accepting us,
and everything that is connected
to us. In this sense, the fact that
we can serve God through
donation is a big blessing
from God.
W hatever amount of
money left with us after giving donation
also belongs to God, entrusted to us by
God for our temporary custody. Even
when we use that money for our living
and for our personal use, we can do so
with the idea of saying to that money
that we will serve God together, and return to heaven,
which is the source of our life. This is our duty and the way
of God’s nurturing us, because our ultimate spiritual home
is in heaven and we are the public, official vehicles and
instruments of God.

The Love of God For Us, As Our
True Spiritual Parent, Is So
Great
The fact that God is raising us and bringing us up
through Meishu-sama is an indication of God’s deep,
profound love for us, which is beyond our imagination. In
our human relationships, if someone is disrespectful to us
or was against us, we feel like blaming that person, or even
retaliating and punishing that person. God is fully aware
of our arrogant mind, with which we have ignored and
neglected God, but He forgave us, does not try to destroy
us completely, and even allows us to praise God and pray
to Him and utter words of gratitude.
This is because God has a strong wish to raise us to
become true children of God, and make us live in heaven,
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Kyoshu-Sama and Pilgrims at Atami Sacred Grounds, Japan

no matter what. This is how I feel about this. Truly, God’s
love for us is so deep and so great. Meishu-sama composed
these two verses: “As I marvel at the vast and expansive
beauty of the sky, I am always reminded of God’s limitless,
infinite love for me” (Prayer Book page 84), and “God’s love
and blessings for us are so great, higher than the highest
mountains, and deeper than the deepest oceans.” These
verses truly express this truth.
God is not only our “natural parent”, but also our “foster
parent” who is constantly nurturing us and raising us. We,
together with Meishu-sama, would like to serve God, who
is both our “natural parent” and “foster parent,” and respond
even a little to His love so that He can be joyous, and share
this God’s joy with everybody and everything.
In conclusion, I pray that the breath of life from God,
who is with Meishu-sama, will be spread to everybody and
everything through you, and would revive everything, like
a spring breeze, and that those of you who are serving God
in this way be able to live every day with hope and courage,
with joy and a bright outlook. Thank you very much.
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A Great Miracle occured as a
result of my dedication in porto

FAITH-TESTIMONIALS

I

am a student of a modular course
and I had a module to attend
in the week of the trip to Porto.
Moreover, on the Friday, the day of our
travel, I was going to have late classes. As
the coordinator had rejected my request
to skip the last lecture, I was just feeling
worried and anxious when I received a
timetable update: the late Friday lecture
was cancelled because the lecturer was no
longer available. This allowed me to have enough time
to reach the airport comfortably and on time.
So the chain of miracles started even BEFORE I went to
Porto!
Ever since I can remember, I have always had serious problems
with travel sickness. Travelling became much easier after I
discovered anti-nausea drugs and I’ve been taking them for 10
years now. But this time I tried travelling without taking the
pills. The flight was wonderful; and I didn’t have any symptoms
returning to the UK either. It was a big surprise to everyone who
knows me and also to me. I am completely cured; Thanks to God
and to the Messiah Meishu-Sama.
In Porto, one more coincidence: I ended up staying with the
sister of the person who introduced my family and myself to Johrei
back in my home country of Mozambique. That was a moment of
great joy and amazement. This family has a collection of souvenirs
from every country they had visited. But although they had been
to the UK before, they didn’t have anything from here. She told
me this when I gave her a souvenir from London. I realised that
God is not only the creator of everything, but He also manages
every detail of our lives.
On the following day, we were having a lovely dedication
when everyone was explaining how they were going through
purifications and many of them had dreamt of Meishu-Sama.
That wasn’t happening to me, which made me think that there
was something wrong with mee
d
and I started to feel envious and
unworthy. Feeling I must be doingg
something wrong, I spent thee
whole afternoon working harder,,
engrossed in my dedication.
That evening, I had thee
u
opportunity to attend a Hindu
community festival. Just when I
was feeling very sad and havingg
doubts, and really wishing too
l k the
h others,
h
have some purification or illness like
my ancestors
gave me a sign: I met two elderly men who said they knew my
grandfather - which I believed to be a very strange coincidence.
On the following day, the minister explained that that was a sign
of the happiness and presence of my ancestors.
One main reason I was going to Porto was to dedicate on
behalf of my father-in-law, who had a stone in his kidney which
was detected last year. Since then, we had been waiting about six
months for an operation to remove it, and we didn’t know when
it would be. While we were in Porto I phoned my husband on
Saturday and the operation had just come up and was scheduled
for the Monday! I knew I would get home too late on Sunday
evening to channel Johrei to him; he doesn’t believe in Johrei so
he wouldn’t have let me channel to him so late.

Before returning to the airport on Sunday, I was given a
flower from the Ikebana which had been on the altar at the new
headquarters site. I had decided to give him the flower from the
altar. I managed to bring it to the UK, holding it in my hand all
the way, despite all the airport security. Actually, I wanted to give
this blessed flower to my father-in-law before he had his operation
on the following Monday.
On Sunday night he waited up for me to come home. As it
was Fathers Day on Saturday, when I got home, I tricked him! I
told him that I brought the flower especially for him as a gift. He
took it to his room and put it on his bedside table.
The following day, he underwent the surgery, but the doctors
were unable to find the stone; the 7 mm stone had miraculously
gone from his kidney. The same thing also happened to another
Portuguese patient, on the same ward under the same doctor, who
had the same operation just a few minutes before my father-in-law.
Both men’s’ kidney stones were found to be missing that morning!
Then I remembered that in Porto we had been sieving the soil to
clean it of stones and pieces of concrete.
Our dedication can move the entire universe ! Do we need
greater proof than this?
In addition to all these joys and miracles, the experience of
dedication was very special to me, because now I am part of the
Johrei family. Before, whenever I came to the UK, I felt very
isolated and used to miss my country. Today, I feel I am part of
a family. I was able to make new friends and know more women
in the same situation as me who are living in families that do not
believe in Johrei. This has given me strength.
This was my first opportunity to dedicate and I decided to
really enjoy those two days without any worries or anxieties. And it
resulted in a chain of miracles. I learnt that getting worried doesn’t
take us anywhere; instead it reduces our well-being and faith.
We have to leave it in God’s hands and He will solve everything
at the right time. Our task is to dedicate and polish our soul
without worrying about the results. If our souls grow, everything
that surrounds us grows automatically without any further
struggle. My family, who initially didn’t believe in Johrei, are
now intrigued by it. I don’t know where and when is the next
step, but I will continue to play my part for it to happen.
I can’t describe the feeling of being in Porto but if I had
to say something, it would be: “I spent two beautiful days in
Paradise, in God’s lap...”. This was what I told my husband
when I came back and I am looking forward to going back
to the PARADISE...

UK Pil
i iin P
Pilgrims
Porto
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My belief that we purify for others
has been strengthened by experience
Eliza – England

Veichali - England

June 2011

so unexpectedly and I was astonished by her reaction. But soon
afterwards, I realised that this incident was another message from
t ’s been two weeks since we my ancestors before my trip to Porto.
Due to that incident I’ve gratefully committed myself to
departed for the dedication at the
site for the Europe’s Headquarters give Johrei to others more often. That night the pain in my back
vanished completely and I was feeling very grateful, connecting
oof Johrei, in Porto.
Some days before the trip to Porto, every single event of the day to one another and to the trip to Porto.
The following day, on Friday, I really felt well and happy, and so
a friend of mine who was also going to
Porto and was purifying with depression was my daughter, renewed as if nothing had happened the night
asked me a couple of times whether I was before. She couldn’t even remember or believe me when I told
undergoing some sort of purification. her about her demands for me to give non-stop Johrei, because
She see
seemed surprised that I was feeling well and she usually asks me for “just a little bit of Johrei!”
I had done a lot of Practice of Sonen of Gratitude for the
had no signs of purification of any kind for at least a month. I
must confess that at that moment I was proud of myself for the family that was going to host me, although I didn’t even know
permission given to me by God and Meishu-Sama of being blessed them, but I learned about their loving dedication in preparing
with no purification of any kind. I even thought that not having to receive me and help me and my ancestors to dedicate and be
purification was a greater blessing than having one. Until then, I useful instruments of God and Meishu-Sama.
When I arrived there I was overwhelmed to receive such a
couldn’t realise or feel how great and meaningful that apparently
warm welcome and such loving hospitality from them. I’ll never
simple mission was.
On Thursday, a day before the departure to Porto, my beliefs forget the time I spent with them.
The dedication in Porto went so well; it was great and joyful.
were proved to be wrong. I felt a strange pain on my back next to
my hips. I thought it was nothing serious as the pain had gone And during my dedication at the site, I didn’t feel any pain in my
after a few minutes and the Practice of Sonen. But soon afterwards back at all, not even when I was leaning down in an awkward
the pain came back so much stronger than before that I could position, while sorting and picking up stones off the ground. What
barely stand upright. Then I realised that that strange pain was an amazing experience I had! The emotions and joy I felt being on
not physical, but spiritual since I never usually have problems the land as I first stepped in were not mine but the feelings of my
ancestors being manifested through me, and it was much greater
with my back.
I was beginning to panic thinking I would not have permission than what I had expected or imagined I it would be! I certainly
felt that that land where the European Headquarters of Johrei will
to go and dedicate in Porto if the pain goes on.
I did self-Johrei and the Practice of Sonen surrendering to be based was indeed a very sacred place and special for the UK
God and Meishu-sama the feelings of all my ancestors who were and for Europe, as it will be a focal point from where the Light
will spread out to the whole continent.
n
manifesting through my feelings of pain
Once I was back in London, I
and fears.
learned that my daughter had been
d
After some time, I felt better and
purifying since she and my husband
the pain had gone. However, later on,,
had dropped me off at the airport. She
the pain came back and whenever I
caught the seasonal flu, which lasted
would give Johrei to my husband and myy
more than a week. That was the worst
d
daughter, the pain would go. I understood
flu she ever had, but I kept my faith
it was my ancestors response to the lightt
strong when the nurse recommended
they were already receiving with ourr
that I make an appointment to see the
dedication that was going to take placee
GP on day 6, when her situation didn’t
d
in the physical plane as it had happened
seem to be improving. The nurse said
already in the spiritual realm.
to me over the phone that I should buy
That same night my 4 yr old daughter,,
Veichali and Eliza in Porto some pain relief to give my daughter
who was asleep, suddenly woke up crying
and walked upstairs to the room where I was sitting. I asked her and that at the GP appointment the doctor might prescribe her
if she wanted to receive Johrei and she did. She said she had with somemedication to lower her temperature. That worried me
a strong headache, so much so she was crying, convulsing and a lot as I knew how dangerous it could be to try to stop a fever or
kicking whilst sitting down and receiving Johrei. She looked so to lower high temperatures by means of medicines so I decided to
miserable that I failed in my faith and deviated from my feelings give her more intense Johrei and leave her in the hands of God.
On day 10, I took her to the doctors for a quick check-up and
of gratitude, thinking: “I’m sorry Meishu-Sama, but how hard it
is to be grateful at this moment, watching her in pain and feeling after listening carefully to her heart beat, the doctor told me she
powerless...” At that exact moment she stood up as if she had heard had caught a chest infection on top of the seasonal flu, which was
my thoughts and staring into my eyes she started walking away, why she developed a high fever, feeling of tiredness and loss of
crying and yelled at me while pointing her finger at me: “Don’t appetite even after she had stopped vomiting.
The doctor prescribed her some antibiotics, but as she had
stop giving Johrei, never stop giving Johrei, ok?” This happened

1st of April 2011
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never been given any medicines, he also said she would naturally
overcome it with no need for antibiotics.
At that point, I started to become more convinced that we do
purify for the whole of humanity, and I could confirm that through
my own daughter’s purification.
I and my husband would so much have wished for either of
us to have purified on her behalf, not for our daughter to purify
on behalf us.
I thought, “I had my backache on the day before the trip, why
didn’t it carry on like that?”
Thinking clearly, I am now aware that our ancestors chose
her to purify so that I would have the conditions to go and
dedicate in Porto. I feel our ancestors knew she would overcome
the purification naturally with my growing faith, Johrei and us
parents looking after her. I am also grateful that my husband had
booked days off work in advance to look after her, and my healthy
condition allowed me to take over and carry on looking after her
once I was back home from our blessed trip.
She fully recovered from the purification by day 13 with no
medication except rest, Johrei, faith, love and gratitude. They are
the main and most powerful remedies of all!
After all, it was planned in the spiritual world that my daughter
should take on all my purifications, at least for this special moment

of our dedication in Porto; together with our ancestors, she was
also given the permission to dedicate with us in that way, through
her purification.
I also believe that our ancestors received so much Light from
our dedications that as a result, many of their clouds were dispelled
in the form of toxins through my daughter’s vomiting and fever.
Thanks to God and Meishu-Sama for having blessed my
daughter and given her permission to become healthier than
before she fell ill.
Thanks to God and Meishu-Sama for giving me the permission
to understand better through my own experiences what we’ve been
guided in for years by Kyoshu-Sama, reverends and the ministers
with the message, “we purify for the whole of humanity”. This has
been proven to me to be the truth.
In fact, all sorts of purifications, ours and others, are just as
much great blessings as being in good health, since purification is
a great divine permission given to us by God and Meishu-sama
to achieve happiness.
I am also very grateful to God and Meishu-Sama for giving
me the permission to understand better that the dedication for
the construction of the European Headquarters of Johrei is one
more way to save many ancestors!

Programme - London Johrei Centre - June 2011
Activity

Day - date

General Cleaning Dedication - Preparation for Special Service

Fri. & Sat. - 10 & 11/06/2011

PARADISE ON EARTH SERVICE - All Welcome !

(For more information please ask Deise or Minister Eric)
Monthly Prayer for Salvation of the Ancestors

All day long

Sunday - 12/06/2011

General Cleaning Dedication - Preparation for Ancestors Prayer
Ikebana Sangetsu Classes - All Welcome !

Time
3pm

Friday - 24/06/2011

All day long

Saturday - 25/06/2011

1 group: 1-3pm/2nd group: 3-5pm

Saturday - 25/06/2011

6pm

st

(and Ohikari Presentation Service)

Other important information
London Johrei Centre - Regular opening hours: Monday - Friday 9am - 9:30pm
Saturdays
9am - 8:30pm
South London Home Johrei - Monthly Thanksgiving Service - 19/06/2011 - 3pm
For Johrei Assistance (outside the London Johrei Centre) please contact:
• Mr Flavio Costa (North London) - 07904 640931
• Lucia Murphy (South London) - 07966910482 / 02086701728
For emergencies or outside London area:
• Min. Eric - 07771722369 / Min. Eduardo - 07791045662

London Johrei Centre
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JOHREI CENTRES IN EUROPE
UNITED KINGDOM
Izunome Kyodan United Kingdom
Min. Eduardo de Souza
Min. Erico Tavares
465b Hornsey Road, Hornsey Rise
N19 4DR London - UK
Tel.: +44 20 72811532

FRANCE
Association Johrei
Min. Nazih Bahury Gerude
Tel.: +33-1-5320-9930

IRELAND
Home Johrei Dublin
Mr. & Mrs. Joaquim Artero
2 Belvedere Place, apartment 7
Dublin 1 - Ireland
Tel.: +00-353-18943172

SPAIN
Johrei Centre Barcelona
Mr. Leonardo Borrelli
Carrer de Sardenya, 259
entlo 4° 08013 - Barcelona
Tel.: +34 687-286-825

PORTUGAL
Igreja Messianica Mundial de
Portugal
Min. Jose Carlos dos Santos Mesquita
Rua Gomes Freire, 143 A/D
CP.: 1150-176, Lisboa - Portugal
Tel.: +351-21-315-6576

GREECE
Politiskos kallitexnikos Syllogos
Mokiti Okada
Min. Evangelos Kreatsoulas
Omiru 25 - Irakleio TK
1421, Athens - Greece
Tel.: +30-2-102799103

ITALY
Associazione Messianica d’Italia
Min. Carlos Eduardo Luciow
Viale Jonio, 317 - Roma - Italy
Tel.: +39-347-484-3725

GERMANY
Johrei Centre Frankfurt
Min. Marcos Thome de Moura
Musikantenweg 20
60316 Frankfurt/main - Germany
Tel.: +49-69-3899-6923

